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Hi I'm Ellie, a Virtual Assistant based in
Hampshire, UK. I help business leaders,
coaches & consultants thrive by
supporting them on their business
journey via personal assistant services
and administration. I love watching my
client's businesses grow! Having back-
office support enables them to launch
into being the CEO of the business and
not the do-er and frees up, not just
practical hours, but mental hours for
growth & increased success. 

In this guide we will walk through the
resistance you may feel to outsourcing,
what tools can help you organise your
business if you are not quite ready to
use a VA, and how a VA can help when
you are ready. 

I'll also guide you through what you can
expect when you make your first hire.

Let's dive in!

Welcome
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There is nothing so
useless as doing
efficiently that

which should not
be done at all

 
Peter Drucker
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Section 1

Resistance around Hiring 



You've got an assistant!
There are a number of reasons coaches
& consultants resist hiring a Virtual
Assistant.

The first is they feel they should be
doing it all themselves as they are not
"important" enough to have a VA, or
people may think if they have an
assistant they are suggesting certain
work is "beneath" them. If you think of
any CEO in the private or public sector
I imagine it would be hard to find one
without an assistant of some kind.
There is no difference with the
coaching space - you need assistance
to stay in your CEO role, your zone of
genius. 

Importantly the more admin you are
doing the less time you have for your
actual coaching & client-facing work. 

If 10 hours of your week is spent on
administration that's 10 hours of
potential coaching time lost.

If your goal is to be a leading &
successful coach or consultant, and
you imagine that person, are they
working solo? Or are they supported by
a team?
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I can't afford an assistant

The second is cost. Naturally when
outsourcing cost is a key consideration.
Can you afford it? 

Hiring a VA is not meaning you need to fill
a huge number of hours a week. Perhaps
you need an hour a day, perhaps less,
perhaps you haven't got a clue (more on
this later). However, for every hour your VA
is taking tasks off your to-do list you can
then use that time to focus on coaching.
By doing that you are earning rather than
completing back-office jobs. Ask yourself -
what is my hourly rate, even if only a rough
guestimate? Every hour you spend on
back-office non-coaching tasks you are
losing that hourly fee.

This is not just about freeing up the
physical hours but also about freeing up
the mental space to develop your business
more. The few hours a week you are not
having to schedule social media, emails
and dip in and respond in your Facebook
group are "mental hours" freed up too.  

Unlike an employee, if you take on a VA
and require fewer hours, or things change
in your business, there is flexibility.
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I should just find the time

When you first start out in business you
are working to grow and build it up. As
your coaching / consulting hours increase
your business admin goes one of two
ways: 

1 - you gradually have less time so you
stop doing things such as social media,
keeping proper financial records,
responding to emails/DMs promptly or
any "growth" activity and keep coasting. 

OR

2 - you realise the importance of all those
tasks above but don't have the time so
push them into the evenings and
weekends. 

After a while you become tired & frazzled
from working "round the clock" and end up
following point 1 & giving up!

Unless the point of starting your online
business was to work around the clock
you've reached a position that is
unsustainable and problematic long term.
Neglecting admin and social media always
causes bigger issues later on down the
line with a backlog of work and your
audience forgetting about you as you are
not marketing to them softly via social
channels.  
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I'm a private person / I deal
with confidential info

One worry is that you will have to reveal
too much personal information if you have
a VA. This is not the case at all.

Firstly there are a number of ways that a
VAs business set up can reassure you here 
- Are they registered with the ICO?
- Are they using a protected device i.e. a
laptop protected by Bitlocker if it
happened to be stolen?
- Are they insured?

I would strongly recommend not working
with a VA who is not ICO registered or
insured. These are business basics that
protect the client and the VA, they should
be non-negotiable. Most VAs will also be
happy to sign an NDA if needed too.

There are a variety of ways you can also
protect your privacy if needed. Don't share
your full calendar, perhaps only a
restricted calendar if working on GSuite.
Don't have personal and private emails
"mixed" so a VA is wading through
irrelevant emails. Or you may not require
inbox management and prefer your VA to
have a separate inbox they manage work
from (recommended regardless).
Importantly though - VAs are working with
confidential information all the time - your
business is not unique in that regard at
all! 
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I don't have time to train
someone

Of course it's best to start with a VA when
you are not overstretched and have no
time. However, if you've reached that point
of stress it is still possible to get support. 

A lot of the initial work a VA takes on they
will be familiar with however if you use
unique tools there may be a small element
of "training" or the VA needing to get used
to your systems. You can do this by
recording a short Loom video for them or
by showing them on a zoom call one day. 

You would be surprised how much overlap
there is between different software. VAs
are using online tools and systems all day
long and they are likely to be able to pick
things up very quickly. 

If it's a choice between recording a quick
video once or being completely stretched
on a daily basis it makes sense to find the
time.  
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Section 2

Make life easier today



What can I change today
- Tools

So maybe you are not quite ready yet. There are tools that you
probably are not utilising that can help your efficiency today.
Below are some:

IvoryMix - This is a membership giving easy access to photos and
social media training to grow your business. If you are in a more
corporate space the photos may not be right for you but
otherwise, these are a huge timesaver. No more scrolling through
free photo sites!

LastPass - Essential for password management & sharing
passwords when you have a VA later on. I highly recommend using
their suggested randomized passwords. 

Grammarly - Genius free tool for spelling & grammar checks.

Gmail Conversation Reversal - If you use GSuite you will know how
irritating it is to have to search through a jumbled chain of emails.
Whilst it's nonsensical that Gmail doesn't have a way of "fixing" this,
this easy app will do the trick for you!
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https://ivorymix.com/?wpam_id=1103
https://lastpass.com/
https://app.grammarly.com/
https://www.gmail-reverse-conversation.com/


What can I change today
- Tools

Trello/Asana or ClickUp - Project Management tools are quite
personal so you are probably already working with something you
get on with. I use Trello for myself, combined with the "Butler"
powerup, it's simple and straightforward. ClickUp is very scaleable
if you are going places with a team in the future and have
processes that need documenting. 

Mailerlite - Simple & effective mailing lists. Often people opt for
MailChimp when starting a mailing list. Back away! Mailerlite is far
better. 

MissingLettr - I cannot personally recommend this as it's still on my
to-do lists (!) however numerous friends in the online space rave
about it! This tool repurposes blog content to create posts on
social media with minimal involvement from you - a big time saver.

Contracts - Not a tool but getting this right is absolutely essential
for the future security of your business. Invest in proper contracts
for every aspect of your business whether that's 1-2-1 coaching,
outsourcing, starting a membership - cover it all. KoffeeKlatch do a
wide variety of contracts & are also very approachable and quick
to answer questions.  
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https://trello.com/askellievirtualassistant/recommend
https://app.asana.com/
https://clickup.com/?fp_ref=ellie49
http://www.mailerlite.com/a/pzv6upt3cq
https://lttr.ai/eoje
https://www.koffeeklatch.co.uk/store/?ref=askellieva


NOTIFICATIONS - It's all very well reading productivity gurus telling
you to turn notifications off - the reality is that's not practical for
everyone. Test & trial what works for you. Perhaps that's sound off,
perhaps that's only showing notifications when you open the lock
screen. What is not workable is notifications all day for every
app/social media tool/email account. Changing this for me made
such a difference to my productivity. Your brain gradually becomes
constantly distracted and by virtue your productivity is affected.
There's a great article that simply explains this here.

What can I change today
- Tips

TIMEBLOCKING - I've linked to a blog all about timeblocking here.
The easiest way to summarise is this is having a clear focus on
ONE task only and not allowing distractions such as messages,
emails or calls to distract you. If you are currently working jumping
from task to task it could be a complete gamechanger for you.
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https://www.bustle.com/p/9-shocking-things-that-happen-to-your-brain-when-you-get-a-phone-email-notification-17869135
https://askellieva.co.uk/time-blocking-the-obvious-but-underused-tool-for-productivity/


GET CLEAR ON YOUR WHY - Having your own business is hard.
What's harder is working as an employee in a business that's not
right for you. Being clear on why you are working towards your
goals can help you get through difficult days. Maybe that's more
family time maybe it's flexibility, maybe it's Friday's off. However big
or small your why remember it on those terrible days where you
want to give up!

DON'T COMPARE - If you are in the online world you will always be
able to find someone doing things better than you. Why? Because
social media is simply a highlight reel. As you look at other "booked
out" entrepreneurs & "six-figure" coaches you are only seeing a
snippet of reality. "Booked out" to one person can be 15 hours a
week, "six figures" can mean nothing if the costs of Facebook ads to
produce the results eat into that. 

What can I change today
- Tips
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Section 3

How a VA can help you
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Tasks & a VA can help with 
There are so many areas a VA can help with. Broadly there are
three areas that VAs fall into:

Tech (think website edits or builds, funnels, course creation & other
techie bits)
Traditional (diary, email management, general admin support)
Social Media (content creation & scheduling, social strategy).

There are areas where you may look for other freelancers. For
example, if you need a social media strategy then you may look at
a social media manager who looks more at the strategy and goals
behind your online presence. For your website you may look at a
web designer. 

I have a list of 99 tasks a VA can support you with here. 

Most VAs sit somewhere between the three but if you need
something very specific i.e. a podcast VA it's probably best to
source that skill set initially. I work normally in the traditional sense
with most clients requiring some tech support too I provide.  

https://www.subscribepage.com/x2z3b2


Section 4

Preparing to take on
support



Make the start easier
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1 - Write it Down 
 

The best way to have a smooth start to working
with a VA is to work out where you need help. 

Note all the tasks you complete each day for 5
days. Think general not specific at this stage i.e.
answer client emails, respond to client enquiries,
respond to facebook posts in facebook group,

update CRM, draft newsletter, schedule content,
upload course videos, book restaurant, research

flight prices... note how much time each task takes. 

2. Review

Review the tasks & see which could be outsourced
to a VA. Don't immediately dismiss something as it
may require training! Think how much time it will
save you long term. Focus on tasks that are not
generating you income or tasks that you hate.

Perhaps there are even tasks someone else could
do better than you in less time!

3. What do you need?
 

Are you looking for a long term strategy or short
term relief? When you hire a VA you don't have to

make a long term commitment. You may have
reached a point where you need support with a

specific launch, or an email funnel setting up.  Or
perhaps you need more time week to week to

work on your business rather than in it & you are
looking for a VA to support you week on week.



Section 5

What to expect



What's involved?

The main steps look like this:

1 - Decision made! You need some assistance in your business. Start with writing out
what you think you can delegate, even if that will take some time or you will need to
write up or run through a process with someone. We've covered some of this above. 

2 - Searching for a VA can be challenging. A recommendation is not always the ideal
way to go as people may suggest people they've never actually worked with just know
from a networking group, or LinkedIn - not overly helpful. You may find people
suggest their own VA, whilst this is great to have a personal recommendation it again
does not mean the VA has the right skillset for you but it's a starting point. Chat to a
few VAs, perhaps one from a recommendation, do a google search and perhaps
consult the Society of Virtual Assistants database. Some things you don't need to
consider - location - go with the person, skillset and whether they are properly set up
as a business (Insurance, ICO registration - as above). 

3 - Have a discovery call. Talk to them, ask questions - do they have the capacity now
- if not when, have they done this kind of work before, what are their terms, what are
their working hours, do you get a good feeling, do they give you confidence?
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4 - Your chosen VA will then go through an onboarding process with you
where you will sign their contract and data processing agreement and
arrange an onboarding call. You will need to share your passwords for
anything they need access to i.e. Canva if you need help with social media
graphics. You may want to set them up with an email on your domain i.e.
Ellie@janesmithcoaching.com

5 - Get going. Give things time at the start, have regular check-ins, speak
up if something isn't right early, invest the time at the start and you will
reap the rewards later.



If you've made it this far I hope you have some ideas on how to
make life a little easier today & in the future if you choose a VA. If
you'd like to chat and have more questions feel free to book a
call with me here or email me ellie@askellieva.co.uk. I'm happy to
answer questions you may have on tools, hiring or general "hos
does it work" queries even if the time isn't right for you now to
hire. 
I'd love to also connect on social media - my links are below.

And finally.
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https://askellievirtualassistant.as.me/schedule.php
https://www.instagram.com/askellieva/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/askellievirtualassistant/
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/askellievirtualassistant/_created/


“Success usually
comes to those

who are too busy
to be looking for it.” 

 
 

Henry David
Thoreau
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